
Romans (Eng) 
Second Sectional Exam Review 

 
 

Exegesis 
God and Sin: Universal Guilt in Disobedience (1:18–3:20) 

 1. Know the master outline of this part of the material: 
 I. Part 1: God’s Gospel Explained (1–11) 

B. God and Sin (1:18–3:20): Universal Guilt in Disobedience 
1. Disobedience to the Revealed Creator (1:18–32) 
2. Disobedience to the Revealed Law (2:1–3:8) 
3. Summary Disobedience (3:9–20) 

 2. What is the statement in 11:32 to which this material corresponds? 
 
Disobedience to the Revealed Law (2:1–3:8) 
No Exclusion (2:1–16) 
Election Illusion (2:1–11) 
 1. Explain the significance of the rhetorical shift in 2:1. What style of argument does 

this shift indicate? What are the origins of this style? What are the two main 
historical settings for the use of this style of rhetoric? What would each setting 
imply about the audience of Romans and Paul’s argument? Which setting is more 
likely, according to Dr. Stevens? (For these questions on style of argument, see 
excursus “Rhetoric in Romans” at beginning of handout Rom14 on 3:27–4:25.) 

 2. What is the important expression Paul already has used in 1:20 that he uses again 
here that relates to a crucial idea in judgment? 

 3. What New Testament example could be used to clarify the accusation that those 
addressed do the “same things”? 

 4. What might “storing up wrath” in 2:5 refer to, according to Dr. Stevens related to 
Israel’s history? 

 5. Why is Israel’s thoughts about her election an illusion according to Paul in this 
unit? Think in terms of false overconfidence, professed wisdom, and the profile of 
1:18–32. In these terms, why is “to the Jew first” allusion to 1:16 in 2:9 ironic? 

Law Illusion (2:12–16) 
 1. When Paul demands his audience be “doers, not hears” in 2:13, what group does he 

use as a counterpoint to Jewish synagogue activity? What are the options to 
understanding the “work of the law” in 2:15? 

 2. When Paul refers to the “day when God judges” in 2:16, how has he developed the 
argument that possessing the law or not possessing the law is a false dichotomy? 
Think in terms of God and partiality. 

 3. What is the significance of “according to my gospel” in 2:16 in reference to God’s 
judgment? Think about the opening theme statement in 1:16. 

Jews Included (2:17–3:8) 
Law Disadvantage (2:17–29) 
 1. Explain the significance of the rhetorical shift in 2:17. That is, what now is the 

specific identity, therefore, the specific issue and specific problem? 
 2. Explain how, for Paul, life under the law simply illustrates the analysis of the 

general human condition in 1:18–32. Therefore, what is the connection of having 
“blasphemed the Name” in 2:24 with the opening words in 1:5, the history lesson 
from Isaiah, and Paul’s prophetic point? 

 3. Why would Paul present circumcision as a delusion? That is, what is being 
overlooked that nullifies a list of works? Why is what Paul says here actually 
nothing new for Israel? That is, what did Moses himself say in Deut 10:16–17? 

 4. Summarize the problem of disobedience as Paul has presented the matter comparing 
1:18–32 and 2:25–29 in three succinct statements. 
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Law Advantage (3:1–8) 
 1. Paul now seems to insist the law is an advantage for the Jew. Clarify how Paul does 

not contradict himself in this section with what he has just said about the law in the 
previous verses. 

 2. Describe the two purposes of circumcision as laid out in 3:1–2. Be sure to clarify 
what Paul is thinking specifically about when he refers to the “oracles of God.” 

 3. In 3:3–8 Paul admits that circumcision’s purpose has been jeopardized. What is the 
quandary, and what problem does this present to God? 

 4. The expression “inflicting the wrath” in 3:5 takes us back to what two major 
elements within the argument in 1:18–32? So, the material in 3:5–8 is an admission 
that 1:18–32’s supposed target of the Gentiles really has in mind whom as well? So, 
expand on the significance of the “all” in Paul’s statement that the wrath of God is 
being revealed against “all ungodliness and unrighteousness.” 

 
Summary Disobedience (3:9–20) 
Jewish Advantage Insufficient (3:9) 
 1. In what terms is the concept of sin introduced here? Explore the hidden problem in 

the two areas of self-effort and false righteousness according to Paul’s analysis of 
sin. What solution, then, is needed according to Paul to solve the sin problem? 

 2. Explore how Paul’s analysis of sin renders all social categories meaningless, both 
Greco-Roman and Jewish. What do all such social constructs reduce down to? 

Jewish Scripture Witness (3:10–20) 
Universal Creature Rebellion (3:10–18) 
 1. What is a “cantena”? What is its purpose in the context of Jewish argumentation? 
 2. What three elements of depravity does Paul emphasize in in scriptural quotations in 

this unit? How would one summarize this depravity? 
Universal Law Rebellion (3:19–20) 
 1. When Jews protest that they are compliant with the law, what is Paul’s response? 
 2. What does the law actually say, according to Paul? Instead of justification, what 

does the law actually bring about in Jewish experience? 
 3. What phrase does Paul first introduce in 3:20 that actually establishes a transitional 

idea? What “unpacks” Paul’s meaning with this transitional phrase? What 
relationship is the clue to Paul’s meaning here? 

 
God and Grace: Universal Grace in Jesus Christ (3:21–8:39) 

 1. Know the master outline of this part of the material: 
 I. Part 1: God’s Gospel Explained (1–11) 

C. God and Grace (3:21–8:39): Universal Grace in Jesus Christ 
1. Jesus Christ, the Righteousness of Faith (3:21–5:11) 
2. Jesus Christ, the Reign of Grace (5:12–8:39) 

 2. What is the statement in 11:32 to which this material corresponds? 
 
The Apocalypse of God’s Righteousness (3:21–26) 
Excursus: Righteousness in Romans 
 1. Describe the three major views on righteousness in Romans in terms of the type of 

transfer and the fiction the analogy deemphasizes. 
 2. Interact personally with these three views and explore the implications for how we 

read Romans. What view does Dr. Stevens think is the strongest? What does he 
acknowledge is a weak area in this view? In this view, what is the bad news, good 
news, the understanding of faith, and the main issue to be resolved? In this view, 
how is being “in Christ” the locus of God’s saving activity for Paul? 

Exegesis 
 1. Use the following diagram to analyze the two age view of history in Jewish 

apocalyptic that was adapted by early Christians such as Paul as a result of the 
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realities of what they saw happening in the coming of Christ and its implications. 
Incorporate the idea behind Paul’s “But now” in 3:21 about the revelation of God’s 
righteousness. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2. Explain Paul’s “For all sinned and are falling short of the glory of God” in 3:23, and 

then show how this statement works in conjunction with the “gift by his grace” in 
3:24. 

 3. What do we need to be reminded about the various “theological” terms that come 
fast and furious in 3:24–25, such as “justified,” “redemption,” and “propitiation”? 

 4. Paul gives two reasons for the death of Christ in 3:25–26. What are they, and what 
do they mean? What reflection did Dr. Stevens provide related to the idea of 
“passed-over” sins? What sins are these? 

 
Immediate Questions (3:27–31) 
Excursus: Rhetoric in Romans 
 1. What is the principle characteristic of Paul’s dialogical rhetoric, its philosophical 

origins, and in what two principal venues is this style of rhetoric used in the ancient 
world? What are the two different venues for this style and how does each venue 
impact our understanding of the anticipated audience of Romans? 

 2. What side does Dr. Stevens land on? What are the implications for reading Romans 
in terms of Paul’s use and purpose? 

Exegesis 
 1. What question does Paul ask that relates to how God works in 3:27–28? What is 

Paul’s answer? Why does Dr. Stevens raise the point of whose issue is this? 
 2. What question does Paul ask that relates to who God is in 3:29–30? What is Paul’s 

answer? Why does Dr. Stevens raise the point of whose issue is this? 
 3. What question does Paul ask that relates to what Paul preaches in 3: 31? What is 

Paul’s answer? What tension exists in this answer? Why does Dr. Stevens raise the 
point of whose issue is this? 

 
Abraham as Test Case (4:1–25) 
 1. Know the following outline of 4:1–25 and be able to use this outline to discuss this 

material along the lines suggested in the following questions. 
 I. Setting Up the Passage (4:1–3) 
 II. Explaining Two Key Phrases (4:4–22) 

A. Phrase #1: “was reckoned” (4:4–8) 
1. Business Analogy (4:4–5) 
2. Scriptural Analogy (4:6–8) 

B. Phrase #2: “he believed” (4:9–21) 
1. Later Chronology of Abraham’s Circumcision (4:9–12) 
2. Faith Channel of Abraham’s Promise (4:13–16) 
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3. Resurrection Character of Abraham’s Faith (4:17–21) 
C. Conclusion (4:22) 

 III. Wider Corollary: Abraham as Paradigm (4:23–25) 
A. Abraham and the Present (4:23–24a) 
B. Abraham and the Christ (4:24b) 
C. Abraham and the Law (4:25) 

Setting Up the Passage (4:1–3) 
 1. What is the probing question? What text does Paul call upon? Why does Paul use 

this text? (Hint: What is the significance of Abraham for Jews?) 
 2. What are the two key phrases to explain in the chosen text that provides the 

structural outline for the rest of chapter 4? Develop and know that outline. 
Explaining Two Key Phrases (4:4–22) 
 1. Describe how Paul uses a business analogy and an scriptural analogy to explain the 

first phrase. 
 2. Describe how Paul uses the later chronology of Abram’s circumcision to play out 

the significance of the blessedness that David pronounced. What is the dual purpose 
Paul gives for Abraham’s circumcision? How does this inherently expand the 
typical Jewish definition of “Israel”? What is the channel of the fulfillment of the 
promise to Abraham? Why does trying to make the Law the channel of fulfillment 
destroy the promise? How, then, is the promise received in each generation if not by 
Law? 

 3. Describe the three ways Dr. Stevens refers to the “resurrection character of Abram’s 
faith.” 

 4. Parse out the meaning of “Therefore, his faith was reckoned as righteousness” in 
the story of Abraham in terms of circumcision, promise, and faith. 

 5. What is the common denominator is the story of Abraham related to God’s promise 
in Genesis 15 and the call for sacrifice of Isaac in Genesis 22? What is the inference 
to be drawn about how Abraham would relate to the Law that came 400 years later 
as expressed in Exodus 20? What was Abraham asked to sacrifice for God, and how 
did he respond? By analogy, what was Israel asked to sacrifice when Messiah came, 
and how did Israel respond? What did this prove about Israel when Messiah 
arrived? 

Wider Corollary (4:23–25) 
 1. Explain how Paul indicates that the foundational faith story revealed in the story of 

Abraham still is foundational. How does this tie back to the theme assertion in 
1:16–17? So, the gospel story really is what on-going story for Paul? What category 
does Israel fall into by refusing to incorporate into Messiah’s people? 

 2. Show how Abraham is the paradigm of faith in Christ in terms of faith, promise, 
and salvation. Show how Abraham for Paul is the litmus test for the law being 
understood or misunderstood. 

 3. Explain what Dr. Stevens means by speaking of “two Gentile paradigms” and their 
distinguishing characteristics that can be precipitated out of the meta-narrative of 
the Bible’s opening story in Genesis 1–11 and Genesis 15–22. How does this meta-
narrative set the stage for understanding Paul’s use of an Adam analogy in Romans 
5? 

 4. In the first four chapters of Romans, what are the key verses showing the three 
ways Jesus functions as covenant fulfillment for Paul? 

 
Justification—Results (5:1–11) 
 1. List the three results of justification Paul identifies in this unit. 
 2. Describe the significance of the use of the term “peace” in 5:1 against background 

concepts of the Roman “Pax Romana” and Jewish “shalom.” 
 3. Describe the significance of the use of the term “entrance” in 5:2 against the 

background concept of the Roman imperial household and imperial favor. 
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 4. List the three objects of boasting that Paul gives as providing a legitimate occasion 
for boasting when normally boasting is a negative activity in Paul’s thinking. 

 5. In a table comparing the similar features between 5:8–9 and the summary in 5:10, 
what item is missing in 5:10? Why? 

 6. Illustrate the “now-not yet” quality of believers’ present experience using elements 
of 5:1–11. 

 
Adam and Christ (5:12–21) 
 1. Identify the two “epoch events” in the history of humankind according to Paul. 

What gives these events an “epoch” quality? 
 2. Know the following outline of 5:12–21 and be able to use this outline to discuss this 

material. Explain how the “comparison” winds up being as much a contrast as a true 
comparison. The only reason the comparison works at all is on the basis of only one 
factor. What is that common factor between the two events? (Hint: see #1 above.) 
 I. Epoch Event #1: Adam (5:12) 
 II. Digression: Necessary Clarifications (5:12–17) 

A. Clarification #1: Human Accountability (5:12–14) 
B. Clarification #2: Sin’s Real Problem (5:15–17) 

 III. Epoch Event #2: Christ (5:18–19) 
 IV. Transitional Summary (5:20–21) 

A. Role of Law in Adam’s Epoch 
B. Two Epochs, Two Dominions, Two Reigns 

 3. What three elements are introduced in the transitional summary of 5:20–21 that will 
be explored in the next three chapters? Thus, explain how Romans 5:12–21 
functions as a “pivot” passage between the material that has come before in 1:18–
5:11 and the material that comes after in 6:1–8:39. 

 
Relationship of Grace, Sin, and Law (6:1–7:25) 
Grace Versus Sin (6:1–14) 
 1. What is dominant about the grammar of the pronouns beginning in Rom 6? What 

point does this grammar seem to infer about Paul’s argument in Rom 6–8? That is, 
what seems to be the real focus of this material, rather than the individual believer? 

 2. How does Paul respond to the charge that his “grace” is nothing more than divine 
indulgence? What does Paul insist is misunderstood about the nature of sin in that 
charge? What illustration does Paul use for this point in 6:3–11? How does the 
illustration work? What are the behavioral implications Paul draws? 

Grace Versus Law (6:15–7:6) 
 1. How does Paul respond to the charge that his “grace” is nothing more than an 

annulling of the law? What does Paul insist is misunderstood about the nature of the 
law in that charge? What illustration does Paul use for this point in 6:16–23? How 
does the illustration work? How does this illustration here in Rom 6 tie into the 
peculiar characterization Paul used to introduce himself to the Romans in 1:1? 
Explain how 6:23 summarizes Paul’s entire point about the law. 

 2. What is the second illustration Paul uses to make his point about the relationship of 
grace and law in 7:1–6? What is his one point? (Hint: What does death annul?) 
Thus, in relation to the law, faith introduces what two spiritual realities to believers? 

Law and Sin (7:7–25) 
 1. What are the four major proposals on who is speaking in 7:7–25 and the basic 

problem contemplated? 
 2. What are the three major proposals on the experience being presented in 7:7–25? 

What is the grammar of tense that complicates this analysis? 
 3. What clue from 7:5 tells the reader what is the topic of 7:7–25? So, in these terms, 

Rom 7:7–25 could be said to be a defense of what? If that is the topic, then this 
passage is not about any particular individual believer but what larger entity? 
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 4. What Jewish rhetorical context does Dr. Stevens suggest provides the perfect 
handle for understanding the first person shift from plural to singular in this passage 
of Romans? Provide two passages to illustrate. 

 5. Eschatology of Rom 6–8. What two “Israels” are in the eschatology behind Rom 6–
8 that are overlapping according to Dr. Stevens? 

 6. Perspective of Rom 6–8. Thus, the rhetoric of first person is not about the inner life 
of individual believers but about what? So, when Paul uses first-person rhetoric in 
Rom 7:7–25, how and for whom does he speak? 

 7. Law impotence in Israel invokes what? What does this threaten? So, what is Paul 
lamenting in 7:7–25? 

 8. In Dr. Stevens’s analysis, the past tense of 7:7–13 is about whom? The present 
tense of 7:14–23 is about whom? Explain how this analysis makes sense of the 
exclamation of 7:24–25a and the summary of 7:25b. 

 
New Life in the Spirit (8:1–39) 
Spirit of Life (8:1–11) 
 1. What is necessary to understand about key words such as “flesh” and “Spirit” in 

this unit? What passage from Ezekiel is crucial for this understanding and why? 
 2. Unpack the meaning of the Flesh/Spirit polarity in terms of the two legal realities in 

Israel’s experience and the two aeon realities in human experience. 
 3. In 8:1–2, how does Dr. Stevens understand the continuing use of the first-person 

singular at the beginning of Rom 8, such as in the expression, “set me free,” in the 
context of the immediately preceding units of 7:14–23 and 7:24–25? 

 4. In using this first-person rhetoric, 8:3–8 simply is a recapitulation of what material 
in terms of the law’s impotence and Messiah’s power? 

 5. Similarly, 8:9–11 simply is a personalization of what material in terms of 
expressions such as “Christ in you,” where the “you” is plural? So, what is true 
about Messianic Israel that was not true of Mosaic Israel? What historical event 
shows this messianic power? What does Ezk 37:1–14 infer this historical event is 
about? 

Spirit of Adoption (8:12–17) 
 1. What is the characteristic grammatical feature of this unit in terms of all personal 

references? What corporate realities does Dr. Stevens infer from this grammar? In 
these terms, what is the meaning of “debtors” and “but not to the flesh”? What is 
the meaning in this context of “deeds of the body”? 

 2. What makes true “children of God” according to Paul? 
 3. What is the background to the adoption language in 8:15? What is an interesting 

fact about Roman adoption status versus being natural born in terms of inheritance? 
Who are true descendants of Abraham? Who is the messianic origin of the family of 
God? 

 4. What tension is illustrated in the dual language of suffering and glory in 8:17? What 
two human consequences does final glorification with Christ reverse? 

Spirit of Glory (8:18–30) 
 1. In what way are these verses a triple literary climax? Vocabulary from what section 

of Romans seems intentionally echoed by Paul in these verses? Give a few specific 
vocabulary examples. What is the literary function of this intentional echoing? 
What is portrayed, and what is emphasized? 

 2. When Paul says creation awaits future glory too in 8:19–23, what does the reader 
learn about the nature of what really happened when Adam sinned? What solution 
does God have for creation? 

 3. What is odd about the grammar in the expression “redemption of our body”? What 
would be the simplest explanation of the meaning of such odd grammar? 

 4. What does “saved in hope” mean in 8:24–25? How might this relate to Rom 15:12–
13? 
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 5. In this eschatological context, what is the specific object of the prayer in the Spirit 
helping in our weakness in 8:26–30? What is the specific meaning of “good” in this 
context? 

 6. How is election part of God’s creation goal? What profound reversal will God 
accomplish through election? What is creation’s purpose? How will Paul model this 
purpose in this very passage? 

Spirit of Assurance (8:31–39) 
 1. In what way are these verses a triple literary climax? Vocabulary from what section 

of Romans seems intentionally echoed by Paul in these verses? Give a few specific 
vocabulary examples. What is the literary function of this intentional echoing? 
What is portrayed, and what is emphasized? 

 2. Briefly state the basic thesis of this unit. To what does “these things” in 8:31 refer? 
How does the historical fact of Jesus show that the past is the ground of believers’ 
future in 8:32? 

 3. The description of 8:33–34 anticipates what future scene? What is the dual basis for 
security in this context leading Paul to anticipate ultimate vindication? How does 
this confidence tie into the previous statements Paul made in 1:16 and 5:5? 

 4. To what experience does Dr. Stevens think the description of 8:35–37 refers? What 
Jewish traditions are the context for using a text such as Ps 44:22 to confirm this 
experience? Paul intends the “more than conquerors” rhetoric here to be a deliberate 
echo of what expression earlier in the letter? 

 5. Paul’s expression of his own personal persuasion in 8:38–39 is grouped generally in 
what way? These sequences are about what realities? What is Paul actually 
confessing with these verses? How does this fulfill Paul being a “slave” of Jesus 
Christ (1:1)? 

 
 


